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ABSTRACT

Purpose – The attention, working memory, and mood of learners are the most important abilities in the learning process. This study was concerned with the comparison of contextualized attention, working memory, and mood through a neurocognitive-based model (5P) and a conventional model (5E). It sought to examine the significant change in attention, working memory, and mood of Grade 9 students after the intervention of a neurocognitive-based model (5P) and a conventional model (5E) in an experimental group and a control group, respectively.

Methodology – A total of 76 out of 324 Grade 9 students were randomly selected from a high school located in Mahasarakham province, Thailand. A pre-test and post-test control group design was employed. The neurocognitive-based model (5P) was developed utilizing a neurocognitive-based theory and was implemented in the experiment group, while the conventional model (5E) was used in the control group. Three types of psychological tests were utilized as research instruments, namely the attention computerized battery test, the working memory computerized battery test, and the Bond-Ladder visual analogue scale. MANOVA analysis was used to analyze the effect of these instructional models on student attention, working memory, and mood.
**Findings** – The findings revealed that the overall attention, working memory, and mood conditioning mean score of the neurocognitive-based model (5P) interventions were better than in the conventional model. In conclusion, neurocognitive-based contextualization had more effect on the attention, working memory, and mood of Grade 9 students than conventional model (5E) contextualization.

**Significance** – The findings contribute significantly to current knowledge on the effectiveness of the neurocognitive-based model (5P) to enhance student learning outcomes in terms of attention, working memory and mood.

**Keywords**: Neurocognitive-based model (5P), conventional model (5E), attention, working memory, mood.

**INTRODUCTION**

Attention is the means by which learners actively process a limited amount of information from the enormous amount of information available through our senses, our stored memories, and our other cognitive processes (Rao, 2003). It includes both conscious and unconscious processes. In many cases, conscious processes are relatively easy to study. Unconscious processes are more difficult to study, simply because learners are not conscious of them (Merikle, 2000). Attention allows learners to use their limited mental resources judiciously. By dimming the lights against many stimuli from outside (sensations) and inside (thoughts and memories), learners can highlight the stimuli that interest them. This heightened focus increases the likelihood that learners can respond speedily and accurately to interesting stimuli. Heightened attention also paves the way for memory processes. Learners are more likely to remember information which they have paid attention to and not information they have ignored (Sternberg, 2012).

According to Cowan (2012), working memory is the small amount of information kept in the mind at any time. It is needed for various types of learning: comprehension, problem-solving, and goal-directed thinking. The working memory capabilities of learners
grow with maturity, and educational practices should be based on an understanding of both the limitations and the educational possibilities. Educational principles are proposed to make the most of working memory for optimal learning throughout development. In short, the working memory is an active system of storing information and information processing, and is essential for the correct functioning of other complex cognitive functions (Sanchez-Torres, Elosua, Lorente-Omenaca, Moreno-Izco & Cuesta, 2015).

Mood is defined as the understanding of how the brain processes emotions, whether they are negative or positive, and how that functioning influences learner capacity to attend to, perceive, and remember information. Mood is a kind of emotion process whereby multiple areas of the brain are engaged. The brain’s emotional responses in the learner begin with the limbic system, which has been most widely recognized as the brain’s emotional centre (Gazzaniga, Ivry & Mangun, 2009). The amygdala is engaged, not only in implicit emotional reaction, such as an unexpected fearful event, but also in explicit emotional learning, such as learning about a danger and remembering the information (Hardiman, 2012).

The above arguments clearly indicate that attention, working memory and mood are related and important in student learning. Working memory and attention are related because the process of attention has its beginning when the brain remembers what the senses capture (Sternberg, 2012; Gazzaniga et al., 2009). Attention must be based on prior knowledge of the elements and learning is usually associated with memory (Cowan, 2012). In fact, the process involves mood and memory and, of course, both processes require attention. In short, an effective teaching model should be designed to ultimately keep learner attention, which is the foundation for memory and information (Sanchez-Torres et al., 2015). This is why an understanding of how the brain receives and saves information will help teachers to make informed choices for effective teaching models.

AIMS OF THE STUDY

This study sought to explore the effect of using the neurocognitive-based model (5P), an instructional model on attention, working memory, and mood. It was the main study undertaken after the
researchers had conducted a pilot study to develop the neurocognitive-based model (5P), a model which combined research-based learning and educational neuroscience approaches to the understanding of the learning phenomenon in educational instruction. The neurocognitive-based model (5P) was verified by nine experts before it was utilized in the actual study. More specifically, this study was aimed at achieving the following objectives:

i. To identify the attention of Grade 9 students in terms of accuracy and reaction time before and after utilizing the neurocognitive-based model (5P) (experimental group) and conventional model (5E) (control group), respectively.

ii. To study the differences in attention, accuracy and reaction time between the learners in the experimental group and the control group.

iii. To identify the working memory of Grade 9 students in terms of accuracy and reaction time before and after utilizing the neurocognitive-based model (5P) and the conventional model (5E), respectively.

iv. To study the differences in working memory accuracy and reaction time between the learners in the experimental group and the control group.

v. To identify the mood of Grade 9 students in terms of alertness, calmness, and contentedness before and after utilizing the neurocognitive-based model (5P) and the conventional model (5E), respectively.

vi. To study the differences in mood between the learners in the experimental group and the control group.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This study was concerned with determining the learning outcomes of two instructional models, namely the neurocognitive-based model (5P) and the conventional model (5E). The learning outcomes were measured in terms of attention, working memory, and mood. All instructional models provided the opportunity for teacher and students to learn how the students’ knowledge, cognition, and emotions interact with the environment, and how both changes occurred through the learning process (Joyce, Weil & Calhoun, 2015). Current thinking in educational neuroscience is synthesized
to provide a perspective on modern learning theory and instruction models, especially in relation to some emerging ideas in relation to correlations and patterns in neurocognitive processing of information that focus on attention, working memory and mood for developing learners (Anderson, 2009). Moreover, a combination of research-based and neurocognitive-based learning can enhance the essential skills required in the twenty-first century (Bunterm, Lee, Ng, Srikoon, Vangpoomyai, Rattanavongsa & Rachahoon, 2014). The neurocognitive-based model (5P) is an innovative instructional model which has integrated the two major components of research-based learning and educational neuroscience (Srikoon, 2015). Therefore, the syntax of the neurocognitive-based model (5P) has integrated research-based learning activities with a focus on attention, working memory, and mood. The variables in this study are as elucidated in Figure 1.

**Neurocognitive-based Model (5P)**

Goswami (2008) highlighted in detail how the learner’s brain built cognitive systems from his or her sensory memory. As a result, the researchers integrated educational neuroscience and research-based learning into the neurocognitive-based model (5P). According to Goswami and Szucs (2010), in order to build a cognitive system, such as language or conceptual knowledge from information gained by looking and listening, the learner’s brain needed to focus on dynamic spatio-temporal structures. Learners are similar to interested agents that move about, and say and do things. The goal-directed actions of agents provide integrated dynamic multisensory information that can be attended to and stored by the brain. Therefore, the principle of the neurocognitive-based model (5P) is to promote learner development of attention, working memory, and positive mood.

Following this line of reasoning, learners are expected to generate better memory and attention and learn more about subject content during the research process. As a result, the neurocognitive-based model (5P) covers five main phases: persuasion, planning, performance, production, and presentation. In the persuasion stage, teachers investigate learners’ prior knowledge. Learners study the principles of the research process based on research ethics, and
analyse, train, and share the case study’s research question. In the planning phase, learners are trained to devise their research plan and share it with their friends. In the performance stage, learners collect and analyse data, and in the production phase they are trained to interpret the results after analysing the data. The final phase is the presentation phase, in which the learners are asked to write their research reports and make presentations about the research process.

Anderson (2009) proposed the synthesis of the two emerging fields of neurocognitive learning theory and the constructivist philosophy of science teaching and learning to improve the attention of learners. The latter has already become a major guiding model for instructional design in many disciplines. Neurocognitive learning theory is a synthesis of three traditionally separate strands of inquiry: (i) Neurophysiology, with its emphasis on the biological bases of brain and neural activity; (ii) Cognitive science, with its focus on information processing and internal representations of experience, and (iii) Learning theory that explains how learners cumulatively interact with, and adapt to, their environment (Anderson, 2009).

When schools build an executive function culture across classrooms, they empower learners to learn ‘how to learn’ and ‘how to solve problems flexibly’. These processes are critically important for working memory to succeed. When teachers foster the same emphasis on learning strategies, persistence and a strong work ethic are promoted, and these should lead to academic and life success. As learners learn effective approaches to enhance their work, their motivation, self-confidence, and resilience also increased (Meltzer, 2010).

In order to consider how teachers might address the emotional climate or mood in the classroom, teachers should have some understanding of how the brain processes emotions. According to Hardiman (2012), explicit emotional learning engaged the hippocampus, a key structure involved in memory, in addition to the amygdala. Learners may intuitively know that emotionally charged events stay in their memory. This relationship between emotion and memory is supported by research demonstrating that the engagement of the amygdala does indeed strengthen memory (Ferry, Roozendaal &
McGaugh, 1999). In other words, the involvement of the amygdala in declarative memories explains why learners remember emotionally charged events better than ordinary day-to-day occurrences.

**Conventional Model (5E)**

The conventional model (5E) is the instruction model used in the control group and is the normal approach to teaching in Thailand. This conventional model (5E) is supported by the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) (2012) in the standard classroom in Thailand. The conventional model (5E) consists of five phases: engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate. The conventional model (5E) allows teachers and learners to experience common activities, build on prior knowledge and experience, construct meaning, and continually assess learner understanding of a concept.

In the *engage* phase, learners have to make connections between past and present learning experiences. Teachers anticipate activities and focus on learners’ thinking in the learning outcomes. Learners become mentally engaged in the concept or skills to be learned. The *explore* phase of the conventional model (5E) provides learners with a common base of experiences. Learners actively explore their environment or manipulate materials to identify and develop concepts, processes, and skills.

In the *explain* phase, teachers help learners to explain the concepts the latter has explored in the previous phase. Learners have opportunities to verbalize their conceptual understanding or to demonstrate new skills or behaviours. On the other hand, teachers take opportunities to introduce formal terms, definitions, and explanations for concepts, processes, skills or behaviours. This is followed by the *elaborate* phase. Learners are encouraged to extend their conceptual understanding and practise their skills and behaviours. Learners develop a deeper and broader understanding of major concepts, obtain more information about areas of interests and refine their skills. The final phase of the conventional model (5E) is the *evaluate* phase. Learners are encouraged to assess their understanding and abilities, while teachers evaluate learners’ understanding of key concepts and skills development.
Learning Outcomes: Attention, Working Memory, and Mood

Attention is the most essential information process. It includes organizing information into a coherent structure and optimizing conceptual understanding (Mayer, Kim & Park, 2011; Yang & Chang, 2015). Attention is comprised of sustained attention, focus attention, selective attention, and divided attention. The process of attention begins with alertness, selected attention, and executive control (Sternberg, 2012). From the reviews of Sieb (1990) and Sternberg (2012), it can be concluded that the brain areas involved in attention are in the prefrontal association cortex (PAC). As a result of the PAC mechanisms, only one sensory stimulus activates the orientation, alerting, awareness, arousal, and cognitive systems and then, as a result, attention occurs. Attention influences working memory learning outcomes (Loaiza & McCabe, 2013; Yang & Chang, 2015).

Working memory is an active system of storing information and information processing. It is essential for the correct functioning of other complex cognitive functions (Jacob & Silvanto, 2015; Sanchez-Torres et al., 2015). Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposes a working memory model which consists of four components: the phonological loop, visual spatial sketchpad, episodic buffer, and central executive system. This system addresses executive functions such as performance of two tasks simultaneously (divided attention), selection of attention to a stimulus and interference in the inhibition of others, and updating of incoming information, as well as processing and maintaining information in the long-term memory (Baddeley, 2012).

The effect of mood on the learning process is taken into consideration because mood can enhance learners’ information processing (Brandoni & Anderson, 2009; Denning, 2013; Hardiman, 2012; Newton, 2013). Mood is seen as including: alertness (alert-drowsy, attentive-dreamy, lethargic-energetic, muzzy-clearheaded, coordinated-clumsy, mentally slow-quick witted, strong-feeble, interested-bored, incompetent-proficient), calmness (calm-excited, tense-relaxed), and contentedness (contented-discontented, troubled-tranquil, happy-sad, antagonistic-friendly, withdrawn-sociable).
Mood has been found to influence working memory (Anderson, 2009; Hardiman, 2012) and learners’ learning (De Carolis & Ferilli, 2014).
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*Figure 1*. The effects of the neurocognitive-based model and conventional model on learner attention, working memory and mood

**METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY**

**Research Design**

The researchers utilized a true experimental pre-test and post-test control group design. This design is especially useful in the evaluation of instructional models when there is more than one purposely created group, common measured outcomes and random assignment. It is also particularly suitable in addressing evaluation questions about the impact of instructional models because it emphasises the use of comparative data as the context for interpreting findings. Furthermore, this design can increase our confidence that the observed outcomes (attention, working memory and mood) are the result of the given instructional model or innovation, instead of being a function of extraneous variables.

In addition, with regard to the issue of the non-equivalent group, the pre-test post-test design will partially eliminate a major limitation of the non-equivalent group, post-test only design because the two groups (experimental group and control group) may not have been the
same before any instruction took place, and may differ in important ways that could influence the observed outcomes. Therefore, if one group performed better than the other on the post-test, we could rule out initial differences (if the groups were in fact similar on the pre-test) and normal development (e.g., resulting from the conventional instructional model) as explanations for the differences.

**Participants and Sampling Procedure**

Robust comparisons were possible through the use of a true experimental design in which students were randomly assigned to different instructional models and comparison groups. The sampling process began with random selection and was followed by random assignment. A total of 76 samples were randomly selected from 324 Grade 9 students in a high school located in the Mahasarakham province of Thailand during the second semester of the 2014 academic year. The selected samples were randomly distributed into two groups: experimental group (neurocognitive-based model, 5P: \( n = 38 \)) and control group (conventional model, 5E: \( n = 38 \)). The random assignment was accomplished by the flip of a coin.

Random selection is important for external validity. Therefore, the researchers would be able to use the results of this study to generalize to the larger population. Random assignment is central to internal validity, and has allowed the researchers to make causal claims about the effect of the intervention. The consequence of random selection and random assignment were clearly very different, and the strong research design that was employed helped to ensure both internal and external validity.

**Intervention Process**

A preliminary study was conducted to refine the intervention and to provide evidence of a manipulation check of the validity of the intervention. This preliminary study consisted of two phases. Firstly, researchers developed and validated the neurocognitive-based model (5P) and this was followed by conducting the full trial procedures. The preliminary study was aimed at maximizing the possibility that the intervention would be conducted successfully in the actual study.
The 5P model was developed based on concepts from two major fields, namely educational neurosciences and research based instruction. After reviewing the literature related to educational neurosciences (Anderson, 2009; Dudukovic, Du Brow & Wagner, 2009; Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005; Sarter, Bruno & Given, 2003) and research-based instruction (Pithiyanuwat & Bunterm, 1994; Prasertsan, 2012a, 2012b; Suwanwela, 2008, Willison & O’Regan, 2007), the researchers developed the first prototype of the 5P model. This was followed by a professional meeting with six experts from two different fields - three from the field of curriculum and instruction (two from Khon Kaen University and one from Udon Thani Rajabhat University) and the other three from the field of Educational Research, Measurement and Evaluation (two from Khon Kaen University and one from Mahasarakham University) in August 2013. Revisions were made based on the suggestions and feedback from the six experts. This was done in order to determine the intervention process for each step when utilizing the 5P model.

Next, the following three documents were developed to modify and improve the first prototype of the 5P model: (i) a synthesis of knowledge about research-based instruction and ways of integrating neuroscience knowledge in an educational setting; (ii) the second prototype of the 5P model and examples of lesson plans were created, and (iii) a teacher’s guide on how to use the model. These three documents were evaluated and validated by nine experts from three major fields, namely science education, educational research and evaluation, and neurosciences. Finally, a meeting with each of the nine experts was carried out to evaluate the validity of the three documents in November, 2014. All the nine experts rated the proposed 5P model as good and excellent. Consequently, the 5P model developed in this way was ready to be piloted.

The proposed 5P model was piloted with a total of 34 Grade 9 students from a population of 179 in another school located in Mahasarakham province, Thailand in January 2015. The pilot study samples were selected based on their similar attributes to the actual study samples, for example their science achievement scores and school location. One of the researchers taught the topic of Biodiversity using the 5P model for a period of three hours, and two observers evaluated the student learning outcomes. The two
observers were the head of a science department and a science teacher who has about 10 years of teaching experience in the pilot study school. The pretest-posttest design was administered to the pilot study sample. The two observers found that the intervention using the 5P model was reliable and good. After a manipulation check was carried out, the researchers started to conduct the actual study by measuring the learning outcomes of the two selected science classes in terms of their attention, working memory, and mood. Each class was presented with and taught an identical unit.

The experimental design used in the study was able to reveal the differences in learning outcomes in terms of attention, working memory, and mood, as hypothesized under the conditions of the two different instructional models (neurocognitive-based 5P or conventional 5E model.

The syntax of the 5P Model consisted of the following five steps: i) Persuasion: The teacher investigated the prior knowledge of students. Students studied the principles of the research process and the simple case study research based on research ethics. Students were trained to recall visualizations and experiences, speedily write up the problem situation and set the research question. Then, the students reviewed the literature, having been trained to organize ideas, use the connective system, and the mind map. ii) Planning: Students were trained to plan their strategies and analyse the case study with open-ended questions. Students undertook research planning and engaged in further research planning. The students presented their own research plans and shared it with the class. iii) Performance: Students were trained in ordering data, note taking techniques, the number-association system, and creative categorization. The students then collected data according to their own research plans. They analysed the research data and presented the findings to the class. iv) Production: Students were trained to give a presentation, develop a conclusion strategy, and analyse the case study. They have to conclude the results of their data analysis and present it to their classmates, and v) Presentation: Students were guided on the ethics of doing and presenting a research report. After the presentation, students shared their research experiences with their classmates.
The conventional model was used to teach the control group. The syntax of the conventional model (5E) comprised the following steps. i) Engage: The lesson would begin with the introduction of the topic to be studied. The teacher asked the students to choose a specific topic and helped them to interact with the material; ii) Explore: The teacher would motivate the students to carry out experiments according to the proper laboratory manual procedures. The teacher described the procedure for the inquiry method and then prepared the apparatus for the students to perform the experiment and analyse the data; iii) Explain: The teacher asked the students to present the results of the experiment in front of the class; iv) Elaborate: The teacher asked the students to answer a prepared set of applied questions related directly to the topic of their previous investigation, and v) Evaluate: The teacher observed and took notes of the students’ discussion, taking a special interest in how the students answered the questions, and how they conducted the actual experiment.

The pre-test and post-test measured outcomes in relation to attention, working memory, and mood before and after the intervention. The neurocognitive-based (5P) and conventional (5E) models were used to deliver instructions on the eco-system science content in the classrooms for three hours per week, over a total of six weeks. The neurocognitive-based model (5P) was used to instruct the experimental group while the conventional model (5E) was used to instruct the control group. The study was especially designed to compare the learning outcomes namely in relation to attention, working memory, and mood between the neurocognitive-based model (5P) and the conventional model (5E).

A major consideration in designing the experimental procedures was to ensure that they were not too disruptive of normal class procedures. A detailed plan on the implementation of the intervention process was provided to school principals before approval to conduct the experiment was obtained. The key researcher himself implemented both instructional models to both groups of students. In addition, it was important to clearly communicate the plan to additional instructors who could be involved with implementing the intervention. Weekly meetings with the principal, assistant principal, and heads of departments were used to ensure consistency
in the experimental procedures between different classrooms. However, deviations from the plan were bound to occur during any intervention. Thus, it was important to maintain records of the actual implementation, in addition to the planned implementation. This information was useful for evaluating the results and explaining why they might or might not be as expected. Routinely reviewing implementation records during the intervention process provided the key researcher with the opportunity to overcome problems during the current intervention, or to refine the future intervention.

**Research Instruments**

Research instruments were mainly used as tests to measure learning outcomes. A total of three types of instruments were used to measure the attention, working memory, and mood of the students. Two sets of battery tests were utilized in this study: the attention battery test and the working memory battery test. These were used mainly to measure students’ attention and working memory respectively. The attention battery test consisted of 14 sub-tests or 14 tasks covering: i) sr-sound; ii) sustain-sound; iii) select-ch- sound; iv) sr-letter Thai; v) focus- letter Thai; vi) sustain- letter Thai; vii) D20-select-ch-letter Thai; viii) E21-select-ch- letter Thai; ix) sr-dot; x) focus-dot; xi) sustain-dot; xii) D20-select-ch- dot; xiii) E21-select-ch- dot, and xiv) series Thai letter. The students were given 50 trials in each task. This attention battery test enabled the researchers to measure attention accuracy and reaction time. All the 14 sub-tests or tasks of the attention battery test were in the Thai language and the goodness of fit test for construct validity had been evaluated by Bunterm et al. (2015). Test-retest reliability values of these sub-tests ranged from 0.939 to 0.998.

The working memory battery test comprised 13 tasks. Students were given 50 trials for the 10 tasks and 10 trials for the remaining three tasks. This working memory battery test covered: i) stroop; ii) flanker-arrow; iii) odd-even; iv) vowel-consonant; v) switch-Thai letter Number; vi) left-right; vii) up-down; viii) switch-up-down-left-right; ix) Thai word span; x) number updating; xi) 0-back; xii) 1-back, and xiii) 2-back. This working memory battery test enabled the researchers to measure working memory accuracy and reaction time. Again, all the 13 tasks of the working memory battery test
were in the Thai language and the goodness of fit test for construct validity purpose had been evaluated by Bunterm et al. (2015). The test-retest reliability values of these tasks ranged from 0.822 to 0.979.

The researchers used a 16-item Bond-Ladder visual analogue scale to assess mood factors such as alertness, calmness, and contentedness. This instrument had been translated from English to the Thai language by experts from the Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Khon Kaen University, Thailand. This Bond-Ladder visual analogue scale was evaluated for construct validity by Srikoon (2015). The reliability (KR20) value was 0.888.

The researchers investigated three major constructs which covered five factors, namely accuracy and reaction time of attention, accuracy and reaction time of working memory, and mood. Therefore, the data was analysed according to these five factors. Attention was defined as the most essential information process, which included organizing information into a coherent structure and optimizing conceptual understanding (Mayer, Kim & Park, 2011; Yang & Chang, 2015), and comprised sustained attention, focus attention, selective attention, and divided attention. Working memory was defined as an active system of storing information and information processing and was essential for the correct functioning of other complex cognitive functions (Jacob & Silvanto, 2015; Sanchez-Torres et al., 2015). It comprised four components: phonological loop, visual spatial sketchpad, episodic buffer, and central executive system (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Mood was referred to as alertness (alert-drowsy, attentive-dreamy, lethargic-energetic, muzzy-clearheaded, coordinated-clumsy, mentally slow-quick witted, strong-feeble, interested-bored, incompetent-proficient), calmness (calm-excited, tense-relaxed), and contentedness (contented-discontented, troubled-tranquil, happy-sad, antagonistic-friendly, withdrawn-sociable) and was found to influence working memory (Anderson, 2009; Hardiman, 2012) and learners’ learning (De Carolis & Ferilli, 2014). Working memory and attention were found to be associated with each other because the process of attention had its beginning when the brain remembered what the senses captured (Sternberg, 2012; Gazzaniga et al., 2009). Attention was developed
based on prior knowledge of the elements (Cowan, 2012). It can therefore, be concluded that mood and memory are interrelated and both processes require attention.

Wilks’ lambda is a test statistic used in the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), mainly to test whether there are differences between the means of identified groups of subjects on a combination of dependent variables. In this study, the researchers tested whether the mean score of the two groups was the same across the five factors simultaneously. Thus, the researchers considered all dependent variables and compared the mean of this combination for the two groups. Wilks’ lambda performs, in the multivariate setting, with a combination of dependent variables, the same role as the F-test performs in a one-way analysis of variance. Wilks’ lambda is a direct measure of the proportion of variance in the combination of dependent variables that is unaccounted for in the group variable (Everitt & Dunn, 1991).

RESULTS

The results of this study are presented in accordance with the research aims indicated above. The findings first discuss the differences in the attention, working memory and mood of Grade 9 students before and after using the neurocognitive-based (5P) and conventional (5E) models. This is followed by an evaluation of the impact of the neurocognitive-based (5P) and conventional (5E) models on Grade 9 students’ attention, working memory and mood. Finally, the different impacts of the two instructional models are measured.

There were three test assumptions made for MANOVA and ANOVA, namely: i) observations must be independent, ii) the variance-covariance metric must be equal for all treatment groups, and iii) normal distribution (Hair, Black, Anderson & Tatham, 2006). However when Box’s M test found that the covariance matrices were significantly different across the levels of the independent variables suggesting an increased possibility of Type 1 error, the researchers had to make a smaller error region. In this case, the researchers decided to use the significance level as 0.001 in order
to solve the Type 1 error. Therefore, it was probably not a problem for the researchers to proceed although the second assumption was found to be not met.

**Findings on Attention**

Attention was measured based on attention accuracy and reaction time of attention (in milliseconds, ms). The mean score and standard deviation of attention accuracy and reaction time measured by each subtest between experimental group and control group is as shown in Table 1.

**Table 1**

*Mean and Standard Deviation of Attention Accuracy and Reaction Time*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Reaction time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5P</td>
<td>5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sr- sound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>25.053</td>
<td>5.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>36.395</td>
<td>7.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sustain- sound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>33.711</td>
<td>5.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>41.605</td>
<td>5.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select-ch- sound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>32.132</td>
<td>4.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>40.289</td>
<td>4.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sr-letter Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>32.763</td>
<td>5.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>43.632</td>
<td>3.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focus- letter Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>33.132</td>
<td>5.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>41.105</td>
<td>3.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sust- letter Thai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>32.526</td>
<td>5.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>43.053</td>
<td>4.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D20-select-ch-letter Thai</td>
<td>31.421</td>
<td>4.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42.868</td>
<td>4.160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Multivariate Test

On the aspect of attention accuracy, all of the multivariate tests (Wilks’ lambda) were found to be significant. This seems to suggest that the instruction models had significantly influenced attention accuracy at a 0.05 significance level ($F(14,61)=4.124$, $p=0.000$) and could explain the variance of 48.6 percent of attention accuracy ($\eta^2_p=0.486$). Reaction time had significantly influenced attention accuracy as it showed a 0.05 significance level ($F(14,61)=38.027$, $p=0.000$) and could explain the variance of 89.7 percent of attention accuracy ($\eta^2_p=0.897$). Moreover, the instruction models had significantly interacted with reaction time at a 0.05 significance level ($F(14,61)=12.171$, $p=0.000$) and could explain the variance of 73.6 percent of attention accuracy ($\eta^2_p=0.736$).

For the reaction time of attention, all of the multivariate tests (Wilks’ lambda) were significant. This seems to suggest that the instruction models had significantly influenced the reaction time of
attention at a 0.05 significance level (F(14,61)=7.122, p=0.000) and could explain the variance of 62.0 percent of attention reaction time ($\eta^2_p = 0.620$). Reaction time was found to be significantly influenced as the reaction time of attention was at a 0.05 significance level (F(14,61)=165.003, p=0.000) and could explain the variance of 97.4 percent of attention speed ($\eta^2_p = 0.974$). Moreover, the instruction models had significantly impacted reaction time at a 0.05 significance level (F(14,61)=82.127, p=0.000) and could explain the variance of 95.0 percent of reaction time of attention ($\eta^2_p = 0.950$).

The multivariate test informed the significance of at least one mean pairing, thus the individual comparison of the observed mean difference were conducted by the univariate ANOVAs. The univariate tests showed significant interaction effect for all attention measures on both accuracy and reaction. Students in the experimental group performed better with regard to attention accuracy and reacted with lower reaction time than students in the control group.

**Findings on Working Memory**

Working memory was also measured based on accuracy and reaction time. The mean score and standard deviation of accuracy and reaction time measured by each working memory tasks between experimental group and control group was shown in Table 2.

**Table 2**

*Mean and Standard Deviation of Working Memory Accuracy and Reaction Time*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stroop Thai</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Reaction time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5P</td>
<td>5E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>32.526</td>
<td>3.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>40.263</td>
<td>6.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flanker- arrow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>41.026</td>
<td>5.514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
## Multivariate Test

For working memory accuracy, all of the multivariate tests (Wilks’ lambda) were significant. This suggests that the instruction models have significantly influenced the working memory accuracy at a
0.05 significance level (F(13,62)=11.758, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 71.1 percent of the working memory accuracy ($\eta^2=0.711$). Times have significantly influenced the working memory accuracy at a 0.05 significance level (F(13,62)=105.086, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 95.7 percent of the working memory accuracy ($\eta^2=0.957$). Moreover, the instruction models have significantly interacted with times at a 0.05 significance level (F(13,62)=74.277, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 95.0 percent of the working memory accuracy ($\eta^2=0.940$).

For reaction time of working memory, all of the multivariate tests (Wilks’ lambda) were significant. This suggests that the instruction models have significantly influenced the reaction time of working memory at a 0.05 significance level (F(13,17)= 4.845, p=0.002) and can explain the variance of 78.7 percent of the reaction time of working memory ($\eta^2=0.787$). Times have significantly influenced the reaction time of working memory at a 0.05 significance level (F(13,17)= 78.832, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 98.4 percent of the reaction time of working memory ($\eta^2=0.984$). Moreover, the instruction models have significantly interacted with times at a 0.05 significance level (F(13,17)= 25.677, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 95.2 percent of the reaction time of working memory ($\eta^2=0.952$).

The multivariate test informs the significance of at least one mean pairing, thus the individual comparisons of the observed mean difference were conducted by the univariate ANOVAs. The univariate tests showed significant interaction effect for all working memory measures in terms of both accuracy and reaction time. Students in the experimental group performed with better accuracy and reacted with lower reaction time than students in control group.

**Findings on Mood**

Mood was measured in terms of the following three categories: alertness, calmness, and contentedness. The mean score and standard deviation of alertness, calmness, and contentedness are as shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Mean and Standard Deviation of Alertness, Calmness, and Contentedness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mood</th>
<th>5P</th>
<th>5E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alertness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>60.263</td>
<td>10.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>70.895</td>
<td>9.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calmness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>12.395</td>
<td>2.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>15.553</td>
<td>2.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contentedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post test</td>
<td>43.421</td>
<td>5.495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multivariate Test

All of the multivariate tests (Wilks’ lambda) were significant. The instruction models significantly influenced mood at a 0.05 significance level (F(3,72)= 2.620, p=0.047) and can explain the variance of 9.8 percent of mood ($\eta^2_p =0.098$). Times significantly influenced mood at a 0.05 significance level (F(3,72)= 31.128, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 56.5 percent of mood ($\eta^2_p =0.565$). Moreover, instruction models significantly interacted with times at a 0.05 significance level (F(3,72)= 9.686, p=0.000) and can explain the variance of 28.8 percent of mood ($\eta^2_p =0.288$).

The multivariate test informs the significance of at least one mean pairing, thus the individual comparison of the observed mean difference was carried out using the univariate ANOVA. The univariate tests showed significant interaction effect for alertness, calmness, and contentedness. Students in the experimental group had better mood than students in the control group.
Summary on the Group Differences

In order to achieve the main aim of this research, the researchers examined all of the above data obtained via tables and have been able to come to some general conclusions. Based on the statistical results, we can conclude that there are significant differences between the experimental and control groups. The results revealed that the learners in the experimental group outperformed the learners of the control group, as indicated in Table 4 below.

As indicated by Tinsley and Brown (2000), Wilks’ lambda values close to 0 indicate that almost all of the variability in the discriminator variables is due to group differences, and Wilks’ lambda values close to 1 indicate that almost all of the variability in the discriminator variables is due to within group differences (differences between cases in each group). Therefore, the smaller the Wilks’ lambda value or the greater value of partial eta-square, the greater the differences between groups. In addition, the lower the Wilks’ lambda, the more the given effect contributes to the model. In light of the above statistical observations, the researchers came to the conclusion that the two instructional models had made a difference to the learning outcomes of Grade 9 students, particularly in working memory, followed by attention. However, mood was not greatly different between the two groups.

Table 4

Wilks’ Lambda and Partial Eta-Square of Dependent Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Between group</th>
<th>Within group</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>$\eta_p^2$</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>$\eta_p^2$</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>$\eta_p^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention accuracy</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time of attention</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory accuracy</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time of working memory</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

The findings of this study have revealed a greater understanding of the causal mechanism of the neurocognitive-based model (5P) on the improvement of learner attention, working memory, and mood and have the potential of making a significant contribution to education. The researchers have successfully explored how the mechanisms of learning and development relate to group differences in educational attainment and thus, educational intervention can be optimized.

The results of this study have supported the claim of effectiveness of the neurocognitive-based instructional model (5P) in enhancing learner attention, working memory, and mood. As a result of the robust evidence provided in this study, it is hoped that the neurocognitive-based instructional model (5P) will be applied in improving learner outcomes in the future.

The findings of this study imply that current teachers should focus on educational neuroscience to design an instructional model in order to enhance and improve the learning outcomes of their students. In this regard, teachers are encouraged to utilize the neurocognitive-based model (5P) since it has been found to be capable of developing the attention, working memory, and mood of students. Moreover, this implies that by emphasizing the development of attention, working memory, and mood it will be possible to enhance students’ ability to embed their knowledge in the long-term memory (Anderson, 2009; Merikle, 2000; Hardiman, 2012). Consequently, teachers should provide sufficient opportunities for students to develop these domains. The results of this study are similar to the findings in the studies by Anderson (2009), Baddeley (2012), and Hardiman (2012).

Ultimately, the linking of neurocognitive learning theory and education is about the creation of something new, either a new discipline or new concepts and understanding that can advance work on both sides of this disciplinary boundary. This can be in terms of more targeted research in neurocognitive-based learning or more effective use of this research in developing classroom practices in education.
In conclusion, there is a revolution imminent in education. These findings concerning the influence of cognitive neuroscience, in particular, will have profound implications for education, eventually leading to innovations in practice and policy. Irrespective of their scientific value, the learner brain findings are powerful for education only insofar as they have helped to change our perspective of how learning and development happen. It is suggested that teachers work together to understand and practise the new ways of development that have practical implications for the design of learning instructions.
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